RUST COLLEGE has received its first Congressional special project appropriation recommended by Senator Roger Wicker. The transformative $1 million allocation will help in the creation of the Ida B. Wells Social Justice and Interpretive Center on the historic Mississippi Industrial College (MIC) campus owned by Rust College in the Washington Hall building. "We are grateful to Senator Wicker and his staff for recognizing the potential of this project to positively impact Rust College and the surrounding community," said Dr. Ivy Taylor, President of Rust College. Students and enhance the Holly Springs community. Its first Congressional special project appropriation was recommended by Sen. Roger Wicker. Rust College said the Ida B. Wells Social Justice and Interpretive Center will facilitate research and celebration of Mississippi’s civil rights history and accomplishments, while taking lessons from those ideals and best practices to have an impact on the social justice issues of today. The goal of the center is to educate students and others on civil rights history, serve as a center for collaborative efforts to combat discrimination and poverty in Mississippi and influence policy change on key issues.
HAPPENING ON THE HILL

RUST COLLEGE RESIDENCE LIFE
SUMMER MOVE-OUT SCHEDULE

APRIL 30, 2022
FRESHMEN, SOPHOMORES, JUNIORS AND SENIORS ARE TO BE COMPLETELY MOVED OUT OF THEIR RESIDENCE HALL BY 12:00 NOON CST

MAY 9, 2022
GRADUATING SENIORS ARE TO BE COMPLETELY MOVED OUT OF THEIR RESIDENCE HALL BY 12:00 NOON CST
SUMMER SCHOOL RESIDENTS ARE TO BE COMPLETELY MOVED OUT OF THEIR RESIDENCE HALL BY 5:00 PM CST
WOMEN WILL BE HOUSED IN EL RUST HALL
MEN WILL BE HOUSED IN GROSS HALL

SCHEDULE YOUR MOVE-OUT APPOINTMENT WITH YOUR HALL DIRECTOR

SCAN HERE

SAVE the DATE
STUDENT TOWN HALL MEETING

APRIL 4
5:00 p.m.
Shaw Cafeteria

AUDITIONS 2022
MARCHING BEARCATS
MARCH 7 | APRIL 4
MAY 2 | JUNE 6
JULY 11 | AUGUST 8

LADY BLUES REQUIREMENTS
• BASIC HANDS (BLADE)
• BASIC HANDS (FLICK)
• BASIC HANDS (JAZZ)
• LEFT KICK
• POPOUT
• RIGHT KICK
• TOE TOUCH
• BASIC ROLL (BACK)
• BASIC ROLL (FRONT)
• CENTER SPLIT
• LEFT SPLIT
• RIGHT SPLIT
• BASIC STRUT

WIND PLAYER REQUIREMENTS
• 12 MAJOR SCALES
• CHROMATIC SCALE
• PREPARE PIECE
• SIGHT READING

PERCUSSION REQUIREMENTS
• 40 BASIC RUDIMENTS ON SNARE DRUM
• PREPARE PIECE
• SIGHT READING

SCHEDULE YOUR VIRTUAL AUDITION TODAY

BYRON CHATMAN, DIRECTOR
BCHATMAN@RUSTCOLLEGE.EDU

THE PAW PRINT
MOBILE FOOD PANTRY COMMUNITY SERVICE OPPORTUNITIES

APRIL 4
GARDEN CAFÉ
295 FRANCISCO DR.,
HOLLY SPRINGS, MS 38635
8:00AM TO 12 NOON

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED PLEASE EMAIL MARY LESUEUR AT PUBLICRELATIONS@RUSTCOLLEGE.EDU OR CALL 662-252-8000 EXT. 4915

The Magic of Disney’s Animal Kingdom

The MODAK Apprenticeship opportunity will include:

- Flights and hotel accommodations - the selected person will be staying at the same location as the rest of the crew.
- Meals and a per diem.
- A 5-day work week @$200/day for a total of $4,000 for 4 weeks of filming.

Although this apprenticeship begins the first week of May 2022, if a college student needs a delayed start due to their school’s academic calendar, arrangements can be made to have them join the crew during the second week of May 2022.

APPLICATION DEADLINE FRIDAY, APRIL 15, 2022

Basic Qualifications:

- Good working knowledge of camera systems, lenses, support equipment and accessories
- Working knowledge and experience with:
  - Sony FS7
  - Sony FX6
  - Ronin SR2
  - Placement of wireless lav mic kits
  - Exterior lighting, both LED and redirection of natural light
- Good Information Technology (IT) skills
- No minimum GPA requirement
- All academic classification levels welcomed
- Majors can include but not limited to Broadcasting, Film, Media, Mass Communications – the requested list of camera and lighting experience is most important

HOW TO APPLY
Email Pip Whittall at phillippw@aurora.com using subject line: NatGeo/MODAK Apprenticeship opportunity
RUST COLLEGE BASEBALL

Alumni Games
April 2 | 12:00 PM & 3:00 PM
Bearcat Baseball Field

Athletics Awards Banquet
April 18, 2022
7:00 pm in Shaw Cafeteria